SHAY ADIO  
Dr. Emil Jason Memorial Award in Chemistry  
Ollie Mae Williams Merit Award

AVA AUSTIN  
McPike Scholarship in the College of Arts and Sciences

OLIVIA BECKWITH  
Dr. Virginia Bryan Award in Chemical Education

HANNAH BRADLEY  
Undergraduate Research Award

ASHLEY CHIRCHRILLO  
Outstanding Junior Award in Chemistry

BLAKE CUPPETT  
Dr. Eric J. Voss Award in Inorganic Chemistry

ANTHONY DEGREGORIO  
Graduate Research Award

JESSICA HAFNER  
SIUE Thomas D. Bouman Memorial Research Scholar Award, Graduate Student 2022

FOROUGH DOUSTKHAHVJARI  
Dr. Sadegh Khazaelli Scholarship: Best Graduate Student Studying Analytical Chemistry

KENNEDY EPPS  
Graduate Teaching Award

BENÉ GRAY  
ACS Inorganic Chemistry Award

EMILY HUBECKY  
Dr. Sadegh Khazaelli Scholarship: Best Chemistry Teaching Assistant

ETHAN HUNSPERGER  
SIUE Thomas D. Bouman Memorial Research Scholar Award, Undergraduate Student 2022

NOAH HANRATTY  
Outstanding Senior Student in Chemistry

GRACE HUNT  
Outstanding Student in Chemistry Award for General Chemistry

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY  
EDWARDSVILLE
Rahil Khedri
Dr. Sadegh Khazaeli Scholarship: Best International Student

Claire Korte
ACS Analytical Chemistry Award

Noah Lieberman
Graduate Teaching Award

Amena Abdul Razzak
Outstanding Graduate Student

Lacie Ridgway
ACS Organic Chemistry Award

Pratap Rijal
Graduate Research Award

Jessica Sager
Undergraduate Research Award

Sanaz Salarvand
Graduate Academic Achievement Award

Kendra Selby
SIUE Thomas D. Bouman Memorial Research Scholar Award, Undergraduate Student 2022

Jacob Smith
Outstanding Graduate Student

Ashlynn Winkler
SIUE Thomas D. Bouman Memorial Research Scholar Award, Graduate Student 2022

Dillyn Wood
Outstanding Student in Chemistry Award for General Chemistry

Sydney Worth
Dr. James Ellers Award in Physical Chemistry

Alexis Yociss
Outstanding Student in Chemistry Award for Organic Chemistry